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Final Project Summary 

 

I was inspired to depict the rafflesia arnoldii, also known as “the corpse flower”, endemic 
to the rainforests of Southeast Asia, in part because of its grotesque beauty. The rafflesia is eye-
catching, usually composed of brilliant oranges, reds and yellow spots [1.]  It is known not only 
for its stench (eau de corpse) but also for its enormity, the largest flower in the world. Its 
compelling nature makes it a particularly interesting subject because of these reasons and also 
because, like many flora, it relies on other species consuming and pollinating its seeds in order to 
reproduce [5.] Species such as the tree shrew [3.] use it as a food source and thus participate in a 
mutualistic relationship with the rafflesia. It’s an ordinary occurrence within ecosystems, but an 
important one.  

The rafflesia is a rare and unique flower but only in scent and sight. Like many species it 
is a parasite and it attaches itself to the roots and vine of plants, in particular, the tetrastigma vine 
[5.] This parasitic relationship along with the symbiosis it participates in with shrews and flies, 
reflect the interconnectedness of different species.  

 My digital illustration is an attempt to condense all of these facets into one 
comprehensible image. At the center, the rafflesia sits attached to roots and vines [2.] and emits a 
skull shaped plume of transparent stench, a sickly green color, which transitions to a more 
pleasurable pink when closest to the tree shrews [4.]. The shrews find the smell pleasant and it is 
a combination of the intense sight of the rafflesia itself as well as it’s unique smell that attract the 
rodent, as well as flies [5], to the plant so that they may spread it’s seeds [5.] Surrounding the 
scene with shrews eating and spreading the seeds, there are the beginnings of new rafflesia, 
small buds that are growing in the roots of the forest [6.] 

 As I’ve learned this semester, parasitism isn’t necessarily one-sided. The imposing 
rafflesia is a perfect example of how symbiosis can be mutualistic, both host and parasite 
receiving benefits from their union. Despite the negative connotations of a term like “parasite”, 
the rafflesia engages in a relationship that propagates unique plant life as well as helping sustain 
the species that feed on it. The corpse flower breathes life into the rainforest. 
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